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I think this is called quantitative analysis [or however you spell that : it] 

theme: why does ‘8’ stick out first to [me]? 

Studying the first drawing believe it without noticing the second; after the intrinsic to 1st sight of the 

word “panels” within “find at least six differences in details between panels.”  

Right above though not seeing second drawing yet:  

Is what looks almost like the clue  

word, “digits”  

cited: clue 

checking and evaluating that digits from an artistic blasé standpoint within one/1st seen drawing: 

“panels” you notice obviously the “panel-“ on fence as slightly variate-ing from another and-or next; a 

thing then such as “digits” of numbers variate-ing in slight-ness  

by perhaps specific  

cuts of the same scroll 

on modern culture 

traditional digits; and smudged differently to identify the comparative uniqueness;  

in the first drawing  yet unseen the second drawing  
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This is a rough approximation:  

of each “panel-“ of the fence.  

The first like a pillar  

The second abbreviated at the grass bottom  

The third with an abbreviation and a bottom dash and-or hyphen; bottom as defined near grass 

The fourth as a shorter abbreviation  

At the bottom with a nearly mid-point gap 

The fifth with barely an abbreviation at the bottom  

Primary source: HOCUS-FOCUS, by Henry Boltinoff, Daily Post, Thursday, 3, 22, 18 p. 33 

theme [1]: working on while the library “staff” and their “patrons” won’t leave me alone in a cited: 

C.I.A. building  

so for example: 
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Created Regular Translated Example: 
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Part Two. Uh, reports?  

I received this email, 

With bordering on pornographic images; and I had a quick glance of these women, who were partially 

unclad; I was surprised that I hadn’t thought more deeply about such emails which usually get filtered 

into my spam folder; otherwise: I think in general,  the account provider can seize and freeze your or 

one’s email account; or so I’ve heard: experienced, 

In any case; after college I worked for this creative agency or contracted for them for a while: they found 

me some of my contract jobs in editing, 

and I had to interview for each of those jobs just as you might with a temp agency;  at least one job I 

interviewed for; that went through a bunch of people for the interview alone; and where everything was 

unclear, one of the women is somebody who I talked to excessively as designated by the agency, about 

a future placement job: 
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she’s featured here in the pornographic [email] mailer: of course the positions for me were all in editing; 

but I suppose I should say what I think:  

that the building I interviewed in, was likely a modern day porno center; and I was being asked 

something I couldn’t hear in normal words; but understood not to consent to in cues. 

And the other women, in this email look familiar too; I’d have to think deeper about where I’ve seen 

them in person before; but I can’t for example be staring at the email at the public library; so perhaps I 

will photograph it [as someone suggested] and study it later through my phone.  

I think this part is legal.  

Regardless to say, I was placed at another company as a contractor for a while;  and so got another 

rotating position.   

 

 

 

 


